Modulation of laser induced-cracks inside a LiF single crystal by fs laser irradiation at multiple points.
Crack formations inside a LiF single crystal after femtosecond laser irradiation at multiple points were investigated. In the case of sequential laser irradiation at three points, the propagations of some cracks were prevented by the dislocation bands generated by the previous laser irradiation. On the other hand, in the case of simultaneous laser irradiation at three points with a spatial light modulator, cracks in all the <100> directions from the photoexcited regions were generated clearly, but the length of one crack depended on the distribution of laser irradiation positions. The simulation of elastic dynamics after fs laser irradiation at three points elucidated that the interference of laser induced stress waves depended on the distributions of the irradiation positions. We found that the constructive interference of stress waves at a crack tip should have prevented the crack from propagating further and the tensile stress by destructive interference of stress waves along a crack should have facilitated the propagation of the crack.